Strong shape equivalences for topological spaces are introduced in a way which generalizes easily to inverse systems of topological spaces. Each space is then mapped via a strong shape equivalence into a fibrant inverse system of ANRs. This leads naturally to defining the strong shape category SSh for topological spaces. Other descriptions of SSh are also provided.
Introduction
Strong shape category for topological spaces was introduced by D. A. Edwards and H. Hastings in their excellent monograph [E-H] . They introduce Steenrod homotopy category ho(pro-TOP) for pro-spaces which is a model category in the sense of Quillen. Then one has to associate an appropriate inverse system X' of ANRs with a given space X and define strong shape morphisms from X to Y as morphisms of ho(pro-TOP) from X' to Y1. Edwards and Hastings chose the Vietoris system V(X) as X'. The drawback of that is that there is no morphism from X to V(X) in pro-TOP. This was remedied by Cathey and Segal [C-S] who chose Mardesic resolution M(X) of I as l'. However, Mardesic resolution is not a functor from TOP to pro-TOP. Such a functor exists in the compact metrizable case (see [C-H] ).
For some the approach in [E-H] seems too abstract, so there was a need to introduce strong shape category in a more geometric way. Such a task was undertaken by Lisica and Mardesic [L-MJ. However, they ran into many technical difficulties; some of the notions are hard to visualize and their geometric intuition gets lost. In this paper we produce for each cardinal number a new kind of resolution which is a functor from TOP to pro-TOP. The unifying idea is that of a strong shape equivalence. A map /: X -* Y is a strong shape equivalence if both / and the natural projection p : DM(fi) -> Y from the double mapping cylinder of / to Y, are shape equivalences. This allows us to use (in the paracompact case) the double mapping cylinder trick of Kozlowski [K] . The reason it is so useful is because it is the geometric equivalent of the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence for cohomology.
In the first part we prove general results concerning strong shape equivalences. Some of them are generalizations of the corresponding results in the compact metrizable case (see [D-Sp C and C-H] ) and some are new (Theorem 1.8). §2 is devoted to the paracompact case. Theorem 2.7 is a variation of the main result of [K] ; we think that our proof is quite simple and is a good example of how the double mapping cylinder works. §3 is devoted to fibrant diagrams. We changed the original definition from [E-H] to a more symmetrical one. This allows us to prove the main result (Theorem 3.5) quite easily. Notice that no advanced ANR theory is used in this paper (in contrast to [L-M,] ); Theorem 3.5 is all we need. Our definition of strong shape equivalences was chosen so that it generalizes without any changes to pro-TOP ( §4). Now, the basic idea is to find a resolution X' of a topological space X such that (a) X -y X1 is a strong equivalence and (b) X1 is fibrant. This is done in Theorem 4.6 and the construction is quite simple. We obtain a characterization of strong shape equivalences similar to that of shape equivalences (Theorem 4.7). Also we give a description of the strong shape category SSh in a way resembling Mardesic definition of shape category (Theorem 5.9). §5 contains a result (Theorem 5.6), previously overlooked, which establishes a connection between Ferry's [Fx ] question of improving compacta and that of isomorphism between SSh and the category obtained from HTOP by formally inverting strong shape equivalences. If X is a closed subset of an ANR-space M, then the system of neighborhoods of A' in M provides a natural resolution X' such that X -y X1 is a strong shape equivalence. The problem is that X' is not fibrant. Using §3 we provide a simple description (in §6) of a fibrant system which is equivalent to X'. This allows us to describe morphism of SSh to X in a way analogous to Quigley's [Q] approaching maps. By switching from homotopy to homology one arises naturally at strong k-homology groups (k is any integer) which are isomorphic to Lisica-Mardesic [L-M2] strong homology groups (see [M-P] for their definition). Also we apply our results to conclude that the function spaces Y y P and P are homeomorphic if X and Y are nondegenerate compacta of the same shape and P is separable and completely metrizable ANR with no isolated points. This result is a form of duality. It is well known that homology of (S")x is closely related to cohomology of X (see [Mo] ). The authors are grateful to Sibe Mardesic for many valuable comments and improvements of the paper.
Strong shape equivalences between topological spaces
Recall that a map f : X -y Y is a shape equivalence if for each P G ANR (here ANR means ANR for metric spaces), the function /* : [Y, P] -y [X, P] is a bijection between sets of homotopy classes [Y, P] and [X, P] , Thus gfi' » hfi, g, h : Y -y P, implies g « h . Strong shape equivalences are maps for which a stronger property holds: 1.1. Definition. A shape equivalence / is called a strong shape equivalence if for any maps g, h : Y -* P G ANR and a homotopy H : H x I -* P joining gf and hfi, H ishomotopic rel. Xx{0, 1} to H'-(fixid) for some homotopy H' : Y x I -y P joining g and h .
The homotopy H' in the above definition is unique in the sense that any other homotopy H" : Y x I -> P joining g and h such that H is homotopic rel.Xx{0, 1} to H"-(fix id) must be homotopic to H'rel. Yx{0, 1} . More generally, the following holds (n = 2 corresponds to the above statement).
1.2. Proposition. If f : X -y Y is a shape equivalence and g : dl" x Y -y P G ANR is a map such that g(id xf) extends onto In x X, then g extends onto InxY.
Proof, g can be thought of as a map g : Y -y P . Let h : X -y P be an extension of gf. Since / is a shape equivalence, there is a map h : Y -y P with tí fi k, h. Now, treat tí as h' : I" x Y -P. Then h'\dl" xY « g and since (/" x Y, dl" x Y) has the homotopy extension property with respect to any space (see [W, p. 22 (a) / is a strong shape equivalence, (b) given a space Z containing X as a closed subset, every map g : Z -► P g ANR extends to ZuM(f) and every map H : Z xIUDM(f) -* P g ANR extends to (Z u M(f) ) x I, (c) if X is a closed subset of Z, then both inclusions Z-»Zu M if) and Zx/U DM(fi) -»(Zu M if)) x I are shape equivalences, (d) if X is a closed subset of Z, then the inclusion Z -y Z u M(f) is a strong shape equivalence, (e) if X is a closed subset of Z, then the inclusion Z-»Zu M(f) is a shape equivalence, (f) both inclusions X -y M(f) and DMA(f) -y M(f) x I are shape equivalences, (g) every map g : X -► P G ANR extends to M(f) and every map AH : DM(fi) -4/>6 ANR extends to M(f) x I.
Proof, (a) •-» (b) If g : Z -> P u ANR, then g\X extends to g : M(fi) -> P.
By pasting g and g we get an extension g" : Z U M(f) -yP of g . Suppose H :Z x / u DM if) -> P G ANR and let q : DM(idx) -» DM if) be the natural projection. Since Hq is homotopic rel.X x {1} x {0, 1} to H'f1, where H' : DM(idY) -y P is a homotopy joining H\Y x {1} x {0} and H\Y x {1} x {1}, and / : DM(idx) -DM(idY) is induced by /, it is clear that H extends onto (Z U M(fi)) x I.
(b) h^ (c) Since [ZuM(fi) ,P]-> [Z,P] is onto for all P G ANR we need to show that it is injective. Suppose g, h : Z u M(f) -y P and g\Z « h\Z . Choose a homotopy H : Z x I -► P joining g\Z and h\Z . It induces a map G : Z xIuDM(f) -» P such that G\M(f) x {0} = g and G\M(f) x {1} = h . Let G' : M(f) x I -y P be an extension of G. Then G' is a homotopy joining g and /i.
To show that [(ZuM(fi)) xI,P]->[ZxIuDM(fi) ,P]isa bijection for ail P g ANR it suffices to prove that for two maps G, H :
However, the inclusion (
(c) n-» (d) Suppose H : Z x I -y P g ANR is a homotopy joining g\Z and h\Z for some g, h : ZuM(f) -»P. It extends to a map G:ZxIuDM(f) -» P such that G|M(/) x {0} = g and G|Àf(/) x {1} = h . Let G' : (ZuM(f)) x / -> P be a homotopy extension of G (such an extension exists by (c). Notice that the pair ((ZöM(f))xI,ZxIUDM(f)) has the homotopy extension property with respect to any space. Indeed, (Z x I u ZW(/) 
is a retract of (Z x / U ZW(/) U Y x I) x I U Af*(/) x 7 x {0} (because Y x I x {0} uTx{0, l}x7 is a retract of 7x7x7) and
is a retract of (Z u M(f)) x I x I). Therefore we may assume that G' extends G. Thus the homotopy G' joins g and h , and G'|Z x 7 = G.
(e) -y (f) Using Z = Ix/U M(fi) x {0} we infer that the inclusion X x I U M(f) x {0} -y DM(fi) is a shape equivalence. Therefore the inclusion DM(fi) -y M(f) x 7 is a shape equivalence. Using Z = X we get that X -► M(/) is a shape equivalence.
(f) H-+ (g) Obvious in view of the fact that both (M(f), X) and (M(fi) x I, DM(fi)) have the homotopy extension property with respect to any space. (g) y-y (a) Suppose 77 : DM(idx) -► P G ANR is a homotopy joining gf and hfi, where g, h : Y -> P . It induces a map G : DM(fi) -> P such that G|y x {0} = g, G\Y x {1} = h . Let G' : Jl/(/) x / -P be an extension of G. Using the projection p : X x I x I -> M(f) x I and a strong deformation retraction of X x I x I onto Ix{l}x/ one gets that 77 is homotopic rel.X x {1} x {0, 1} to 77' •(/ x id,) for some homotopy 77' : DM(idY) -► P joining g and h . Thus / is a strong shape equivalence.
In case where fi = i is the inclusion i : A -> X Theorem 1.3(f) has the following simple interpretation:
1.4. Corollary. Suppose A is a subspace of X. The inclusion i : A -> X is a strong shape equivalence iff both i and the inclusion j:Xx{0,l}\JAxI^XxI are shape equivalences.
1.5. Corollary. If fi' : X -► Y is a homotopy equivalence, then it is a strong shape equivalence. Proof. X is a strong deformation retract of M(f) (see [W, Corollary 5.10, p. 25] ). Therefore Y x {0} is a strong deformation retract of DM(f) and both X -> M(f) and DM(f) -y M(f) x I are homotopy equivalences.
1.6. Corollary. If f : X -► Y is homotopic to a strong shape equivalence fi, then f is a strong shape equivalence.
Proof. M(f') is homotopy equivalent to M(f) rel. X (see [F2] ). Therefore for every space Z containing X as a closed set Z u M(f) and Z U M(f) are homotopy equivalent rel. Z. By Theorem 1.3(e), f is a strong shape equivalence.
1.7. Proposition. If fi : X -► Y and g : Y -► Z are strong shape equivalences, then g • fi is also a strong shape equivalence.
Proof. Obviously gf is a shape equivalence. Suppose a, b : Z -y P g ANR are two maps and 77 : X x I -> P is a homotopy joining agf and bgfi. Then there is a homotopy 77' : Y x I -> P joining a g and bg such that 77 w H'(f x id) rel. X x {0, 1}. Again, there is a homotopy 77" : Z x 7 -> P joining a and è such that
Then H"(gfi x id) « 77 rel. X x {0, 1} .
1.8. Theorem. Suppose fi : X -> Y and g : Y -y Z are maps such that g ■ fi is a strong shape equivalence. If one of fi and g is a shape equivalence, then both f and g are strong shape equivalences.
Proof. Observe that both / and g are shape equivalences. First let us show that fi is a strong shape equivalence. Suppose H : DM(fi) -► P g ANR. Since Y -y M (g) is a shape equivalence, there is an extension
and gf is a strong shape equivalence, H' extends onto (M(f)uM(g))xI. In particular, H extends onto M(f) x I. By Theorem 1.3(g) / is a strong shape equivalence.
Suppose 77 : Y x I -> P g ANR is a homotopy joining ga and gb, where a, b : Z -y P. Since gf is a strong shape equivalence, there is a homotopy 77" : Z x 7 -► P joining a and b such that H"(gf x id)* H(fx id) rel.Xx{0, 1}. is a strong shape equivalence and Theorem 1.8 implies that / is a strong shape equivalence.
1.10. Corollary. Suppose fi : X -> Y is a shape equivalence. If X has the homotopy type of an ANR, then fi is a strong shape equivalence.
Proof. There is a map g : Y -y X such that gf is homotopic to idx .
1.11. Theorem. Let fi' : X -y Y be a map ofi topological spaces. The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) / is a strong shape equivalence, (b) for all Z of the homotopy type of an ANR and containing X as a closed subset the inclusion Z -y Z u M(f) is a shape equivalence.
Proof. It suffices to show (b) -> (a). Suppose g: X -y P g ANR. Put Z = M(g). Since Z -> Z U M(fi) is a shape equivalence and (Z U M(f), Z) satisfies the homotopy extension property with respect to all spaces (see [W, p. 23] ), the natural map Z -► P extends over ZuM(fi). Then the restriction g' of the map Z u M(f) -y P to M(f) is an extension of g . Now suppose g, h : Y -y P G ANR and gf is homotopic to h fi. Put Z = M(gf) . Then on ZuM(fi) we can define two maps: g' : Z\jM(f) -» P and tí : Zu M if) -» P such that both g'\Z and h'\Z are natural projections and g'\Y = g, h'\Y = h. Since the inclusions Z -► Z u Af(/) is a shape equivalence and g'|Z = h'\Z , we conclude that g is homotopic to tí . Restricting the homotopy to Y one gets g is homotopic to h . Thus f : X -y Y is a shape equivalence. It remains to show that the inclusion X -> DM(fi) is a shape equivalence (in such a case DM(fi) -* M(f) x I must be a shape equivalence). Suppose Z contains X as a closed subset and has the homotopy type of an ANR. Since Z-^Zu M(f) is a shape equivalence, by Corollary 1.10 it is a strong shape equivalence. Applying Theorem 1.3(d), one gets that the inclusion Z U M(f) ->ZU DM(fi) is a strong shape equivalence. Thus the inclusion Z -> ZliDM(f) is a shape equivalence. By putting X1 = X and Y' = DM(f) in the first part of the proof we get that X -> DM(fi) is a shape equivalence.
1.12. Proposition. If fi : X -* Y is a strong shape equivalence and Z is a compactum, then fix id :XxZ^YxZ is a strong shape equivalence.
Proof. For any P G ANR the space P is also an ANR if Z is compact metrizable (see [M-S, p. 38] [D-S¡] one shows that for every space Z containing X as a closed subset, the inclusion i:(Z,x)-»(Zu M(f), x) induces isomorphisms of all pro-homotopy groups. Applying that to the case Z = X x I u M(f) x {0} one gets that the inclusion M(f) x {0} -* DM(fi) is a shape equivalence (this is so in view of def-dim (DM(f)) < def-dim X + 1, see the proof of Theorem 5.3.8 in [D-S2, p. 73] ). Therefore the inclusion DM(fi) -► M(f) x 7 is a shape equivalence.
1.14. Theorem. The family SSE of strong shape equivalences admits a calculus of left fractions. That is, the following conditions hold: Theorem 1.14 allows to define a category of left fractions (SSE) ~ HTOP (see [G-Z] ) by formally inverting all homotopy classes of strong shape equivalences. In the compact metrizable case it was described by Calder-Hastings [C-H] and Cathey [C] .
Strong shape equivalences between paracompact spaces
In case of paracompact spaces certain of the above results have a simpler form. This is because every P G ANR has the homotopy type of a topologically complete metrizable space P' G ANR which is an ANE for paracompact spaces (see [D-K, p. 211] ). Therefore in all questions regarding shape and strong shape equivalences we may consider only metrizable P G ANE (paracompact). In particular every pair (X, A), X paracompact and A closed in X, has the homotopy extension property with respect to P. Proof. Suppose i : A -> X is a shape equivalence. Since g\X x {0} sa const, then g\X x {1} sa const. We may simply assume that g\X x {0} = const and g\X x {1} = const. Then g factors as g = g'p, where p : A x I Li X x {0, 1} -y LA is the natural projection (notice that the suspension I.A of A is A x I U X x {0, 1} with X x {0} and Ix{l} contracted to points). Since
IA -IX is a shape equivalence ([1,4, R] = [A, SIR] = [X, CÎR] = [IX, R]
for any 7? G ANR), g extends to g" : I.X -y P. Then g"p extends g, where p : X x I -» 1LX is the natural extension of p . If X/A is of trivial shape, we homotop g to g with g'\A x I = const (use that (X/A, *) is of trivial shape; see Lemma 4, p. 104] ). Then g factors as g = g"(p x id), where p : X -* X/A is the projection and g":(X/A)x{0, l}U(A/A)xI^P.
Since the inclusion A/A -y X/A is a strong shape equivalence (see Corollary 1.10), g" extends onto (X/A) x I. Therefore g extends onto X x I.
2.4. Corollary. If A is a closed subset of a paracompact space X and the inclusion i : A -> X is a shape equivalence, then X/A is of trivial shape. Proof. Suppose g : X/A -► P G ANE (paracompact) is a map. It induces a map G: AxIvjX x {0, 1} -» P such that
and G\Xx{0} = gp, where p : X -► X/A is the projection. Then any extension G' : X x I -> P of G induces a homotopy between g and a constant map.
2.5. Corollary. If fi : X -y Y is a shape equivalence of paracompact spaces, then (M(f) x I)/DM(fi) is of trivial shape.
Proof. First (M (fi) x I) / Y x {0} is of trivial shape. Furthermore, DM(fi)/Yx {0} is of trivial shape since it is homeomorphic to M(f)/X. Thus
is of trivial shape.
2.6. Corollary. If fi : X -y Y is a shape equivalence of paracompact spaces, then every map g : DM(fi) -»Pe ANE (paracompact) such that g\Y x {0} sa const extends onto M(fi) x I uniquely up to homotopy rel. DM(f). Proof. Notice that g sa const. Indeed, we may assume g\Y x {0} = const and since g factors through DM(fi)/Y x {0} which is of trivial shape since it is homeomorphic to M(f)/X, g sa const. Therefore g extends onto M(f) x I. Lemma 2.3 implies that every two such extensions are homotopic rel. DM(fi). Ififi\A:A^A', f\B:B-^B' and f\AC\B : AnB -► A1 f)B' are strong shape equivalences, then fi is a strong shape equivalence. Proof. Replacing Y by M(f) we reduce Corollary 2.8 to the case where / is an inclusion, A = X n A' and B = X n B1. Then X ^ X U B' and A -y A U (A1 n B1) -y A' are strong shape equivalences (use Propositions 1.7-1.8). Consequently AuB1 = XöB' -► A'uB' = Y is a strong shape equivalence which completes the proof. is an extension of g (S' a subset of S) and B G S, then '|M(/-'(7in(UsO))«^l^(/-1(5n(|Js/)))rel./-1(7in(|Js')) (this is because the inclusion
is a strong shape equivalence). Since gB\Mif~xiB n (US'))) extends onto Mif~xiB)), g extends onto X\jM{f~x{B)). Therefore we have an extension g":XsjM(fi-X(i\Js')uB))^P of g. By well-ordering S and by the transfinite induction we can construct an extension G : M(f) -y P of g. is a strong shape equivalence. IfilndB (large inductive dimension of B) is finite (or locally finite), then fi is a strong shape equivalence.
Proof. By induction on n = Ind B . If n = -1 it is obvious. Suppose Theorem 2.10 holds for all cases where Ind B < n, n > 0. Consider the case with Ind B = n . Suppose g : X -+ P G ANE (paracompact) is a map. Our goal is to extend g onto M(f). Given b G B one can extend g onto X u M(fi\pxx(b)) and then onto some neighborhood Ub of X yj M(f\p~x(b)) in M(fi). Since each Ub contains M(f\p~x(Vb)) for some neighborhood Vb of b in B, we may assume that B = (j S, where S is a locally finite cover consisting of closed sets and for each A in S there is an extension gA : X\jM(f\p~x(A)) -y P of g . If g':XöM{fi\p;xi\Js'))^P is an extension of g (S' a subset of S) and A g S, then first extend g to g":XuM(fi\P;X(U))^P, where U is a neighborhood of US' in B and then choose a neighborhood V of US' in U with IndFrF < « -1 and cl(K) contained in U. Let C = (Fr V) n A . Now we have two extensions gA\M(fi\P;x(C)) and g"\M(fi\P;x (Q) of g. By the inductive assumption, f\p-x(C):p-X(C)-ypfX (C) is a strong shape equivalence, so gA\M(f\p-xx(C)) sa g"\M(f\p-\C)) rel.p-X(C).
Since gA\M(f\p~x(C)) extends onto M(f\p~x(A)), g" extends onto Xu M(f\p^x(A)).
Therefore we have an extension G:XuM(fi\P;x(AUÍ\Js')))^P License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use is a strong shape equivalence for each b G B, we infer from the first part of the proof that every map g : DM(f) -» P e ANE(paracompact) extends onto M{f) x I.
2.11. Theorem. Suppose X and Y are paracompact spaces, X = \J™=lXn, Xn closed in X and Xn c intJr"+,, 7 = \J™=X Yn, 7" closed in Y and Yn c int Yn+X. If fi : X -* Y is a map such that for each n, fn= f\Xn : Xn -y Yn is a strong shape equivalence, then fi is a strong shape equivalence. Proof. Since l->lu M(ff) is a shape equivalence for each n , the inclusion X U M(fif) -»lu M(fin+X) is a shape equivalence for each n . Given g : X -y P G ANE (paracompact) we can keep extending g to X U M(fx) and then from X u M(ff) to X u M(fn+f). Therefore g extends onto M if). Applying the same step to the inclusion DM(fi) -► M(f) x I one gets that any g : DM(f) -^Pe ANE(paracompact) extends onto M(f) x I. Proof of Lemma 3.6. The first part of Lemma 3.6 follows from the fact that the pullback of a fibration is a fibration (see [W, Theorem 7.21, p. 37] ). It remains to show that limD is an ANR, if all three spaces -X(a), X(b) and X(c) are ANRs. We are going to produce an open neighborhood U of limD in X(a) x X(b) x X(c) and a retraction r : U -> limD. Thus limD"' -» limD' is a fibration (resp. limD'" is an ANR). Consequently limD'" -y limD" is a fibration. Since it is clear that limD'" = limD, the theorem follows. The identity map id : X -y X is {pa : X -y Xa, a G A}, where id : Xa -y Xa represents pa. pa is called a projection map. Notice that for f={fb:X^Yb,bGB}:X^Y we have fib = pbf for all b G B .
If X = {Xa,paa>, A} and 7 is a topological space, we define X x Y as {Xa x Y, paa, x id, A} . In particular we can talk about X x I and inclusion maps i : X -y X x I for 0 < t < 1. Thus 77: X x I -y Z is a homotopy joining 77¿0 and Hix. In this way one gets the homotopy category 77(pro-TOP) of pro-TOP. The homotopy category HTOP of TOP is a full subcategory of 77(pro-TOP) and many notions and terminology will be the same or analogous.
Given a cardinal number m > K0 let TOP(m) (resp. ANR(m)) be the full subcategory of TOP which objects are spaces (resp. ANRs) of density (= the least cardinality of a dense subset) less than or equal to m.
A map f : X -y Y of pro-TOP is a shape-equivalence (resp. m-shape equivalence) if for each P G ANR (resp. P G ANR(m)), the function fi* : [7, P] -» [X, P] is a bijection between sets of homotopy classes [7, P] and [X, P].
4.1. Definition. A shape equivalence (resp. m-shape equivalence) f : X -y Y of pro-TOP is called a strong shape equivalence (resp. strong m-shape equivalence) if for any maps g, h : Y -> P G ANR (resp. P G ANR(m)) and a homotopy 77 : Xxl -» P joining gf and h fi, H is homotopic rel. Xx{0, 1}
to tí • (f x id) for some homotopy tí : Y x I -y P joining g and h .
As in the case of TOP the homotopy tí in the above definition is unique in the sense that any other homotopy H" : Y x I -> P joining g and h such that 77 is homotopic rel. X x {0, 1} to H" • (fi x id) must be homotopic to 77'rel.7x{0, 1}. Proof. Suppose g : X -► P € ANR is a map. By Theorem 5 in [M-S, p. 38] g factors as g = rg', where g : X -» P' and P' is an ANR of density < m. Suppose g, h : Y -> P G ANR are two maps such that gf and hfi are homotopic. Choose a homotopy 77 : X x I -* P joining gf and hfi. Choose representatives gb : Yb -► P of g and hb : Yb -► P of h. Then choose a homotopy 77a : Xax I -> P joining representatives of gbfi and hbfi. Then gb(Yb)\Jhb(Yb)l)Ha(Xa xl) can be embedded as a closed subset of P' g ANR(m) such that u\(gb(Yb)yjhb(Yb)vjHa(XaxI)) = id for some map u : P' -y P (see [MS, proof of Theorem 5, p. 38]). Now we have maps g = gbpb : Y -y P1, tí = hbpb : Y -* P' and a homotopy 77' = Hpa : X x I -y P' joining g' and tí. Notice that ug = g, utí = h and utí = 77. Since 77' is homotopic rel. X x {0, 1} to G(f x id) for some homotopy G : 7 x 7 -> P' joining g fi and tí fi, we conclude that 77 is homotopic rel.X x {0, 1} to uG(fi x id) and uG : Y x I -y P is a homotopy joining g and h.
4.4. Theorem. If fi : X -* 7 is a strong shape equivalence (resp. strong mshape equivalence) and Z G pro-ANR (resp. Z G pro-ANR(m)) is fibrant then for any g : X -► Z there is a unique homotopy class h : 7 -y Z with
Proof. Suppose Z = {Za, paa,, A} and g = {ga} : X -» Z .
Special case, fi= i is an inclusion map and (7, X) has the homotopy extension property with respect to any topological space. That means Y = {Yb, qbb,, B}, X = {Xb, qbb,, B) and each Xb is a closed subset of Yb such that (Yb, Xf) has the homotopy extension property with respect to any space.
Proof ofi the special case. Since / is a shape equivalence (resp. m-shape equivalence), for each a G A there is an extension map ka : Y -► Za of ga . We are going to construct extensions ha : Y -> Za of ga such that Paa'ha, = ha for a < a . The construction will be by induction on the number of predecessors n(a) of a. In case n(a) = 0 put ha = ka. Suppose ha is defined for all a with n(a) < m, m > 1. Given a with n(a') = m the maps ha, a < a , define a map h : 7 -► limZ(a'). Notice that (Za, -> limZ(a'))ga, = h\X. Since (Za, -limZ(a'))ka,\X = (Za, -» limZ(a'))ga, and / is a strong shape equivalence (resp. strong m-shape equivalence) there is a homotopy 77 : 7 x 7 -► limZ(a') joining (Za# -> limZ(a'))Ä:a( and /z which is stationary on X x I. By [W, Theorem 7.16, p. 35] there is an extension 77' : 7 x 7 -► Za, of H such that 77¿ = ka> and tí\X x I is stationary. Put ha,=H[. Suppose h , tí : Y -► Z are two maps with /i|X homotopic to h'\X. Notice that (7x7, Xx7u7x{0, 1}) has the homotopy extension property with respect to any space (see [W] , p. 22) and that the inclusion X xlDY x{0, 1}-+7x7 is a strong shape equivalence (resp. strong m-shape equivalence). Using the first part of the proof we can extend the homotopy joining h\X and h'\X to a homotopy joining h and tí .
General case. Replace / by a level preserving map f : X' -» 7' and apply the special case to the inclusion of X' into the mapping cylinder of f . Iwhere e(co) = (co(0), oe(l)) and (gAh)(x) = (g(x), h(x)). Since e is a fibration (see [Sp, Corollary 3, p. 98] Similarly one can define RJf) for any morphism / of pro-TOP. Using general properties of inverse limits in categories it is easy to complete the proof of Theorem 4.6.
For each topological space X let d(X) be the maximum of N0 (the cardinality of the set of integers) and the density of X. In case of an inverse system X, d(X) is the maximum of densities of elements of the inverse system and of V To simplify notation we will denote Rd,xAX) by R(X) and id,X)(X) by HX).
The next result shows that the class of fibered spaces plays the same role for strong shape equivalences as the class of ANRs does for shape equivalences. It also shows that using fibered spaces in place of ANRs in the definition of strong shape equivalences does not lead to a new class of maps. Using the projection p : X x I x I -* M(f) x I and a strong deformation retraction of X x I x I onto X x {1} x 7 one gets that 77 is homotopic rel. X x {1} x {0, 1} to tí • f for some homotopy 77' : DM(idY) -» Z joining g and h.
5. Strong shape category 5.1. Definition. The strong shape category SSh (resp. the strong m-shape category SShm) is the category whose objects are all topological spaces and the set of morphisms SSh(X, 7) from X to 7 is H(pro-TOP)(R(X),R(Y)) (resp. 77(pro-TOP)(7vm(A'), 7?m(7))) with the obvious composition rule. (a) ir,Xs : r(X) -* r(r(X)) a homotopy equivalence, (b) ix : X -y r(X) a strong shape equivalence, (c) ix: X -y r(X) a shape equivalence, (d) S : HTOP(7, r(X)) -+ SSh(7, r(X)) is a bijection for all 7, (e) the function r : SSh^, 7) -y HTOP(r(X), r(Y)) is a bijection for all 7, (f) each strong shape morphism p : Y -► X factors as (S[g] )~xS[h] for some map h : Y -y Z and some strong shape equivalence g : X -► Z, (g) X is isomorphic in SSh to X' such that S : HT0P(7, X') -► SSh(7, X') is a bijection for all Y. Since 8 is a bijection (Proposition 5.3), S is a bijection iff ir,Xy is one which happens iff ir,Xs is a homotopy equivalence.
(b) <-> (c). If ix is a shape equivalence, then px is a shape equivalence and since pxix is a strong shape equivalence, by Theorem 1.8, ix is a strong shape equivalence.
( 7) is commutative. Indeed, suppose g : R(X) -> 7?(7). Then gpx factors as gPx = PYriS) ■ Also, 5.7. Problem. Characterize spaces X for which ix: X -> r(X) is a shape equivalence.
5.8. Remark. We do not know of any space for which if : X -► r(Z) is not a shape equivalence. It is easy to show that if a compact metric space X is the inverse limit of a sequence of fibrations of ANRs (i.e., X is fibered, see [G] ), then ix : X -y r(X) is a homotopy equivalence. In view of Theorem 5.6, Problem 5.7 is closely related to a problem of Ferry [F. ] of improving compacta (see also the example in [Z] ). In case each ix is a shape equivalence one would get that SSh = (SSE)-1 HTOP (i.e., SSh is obtained by localizing HTOP at strong shape equivalences). Let FIBERED be the full subcategory of TOP whose objects are inverse limits of fibrant objects of pro-ANR. Let HFIBERED be the homotopy category of Consequently, p<p(f)E(g) = (pif)BÍPg), i.e. tp is natural. It is easy to check that /sa g implies tp(fi) sa <p(g).
5
.11. Remarks. In [B] F. Bauer seems to define a category (with all topological spaces as objects) whose homotopy category is the strong shape category when restricted to compact metrizable spaces. His construction involves both maps and homotopies. We could not find [B, p. 34] any statement that the family of morphisms is a set. For similar reasons we do not know if Theorem 5.10 works for the strong shape category. In particular we do not know if the family of all strong shape functions from X to 7 forms a set. The reason it is a set in case of strong m-shape functions is because ANRm is a set.
The remaining part of this section is devoted to some applications of strong shape theory to function spaces. Function spaces P (with compact-open topology) have good properties for compactly generated spaces only (see [W, pp. 17-21] ). In this paper we deal with the singular complex of Px, so we adjust its definition to work well in the category of all spaces. Let A%an(X, P) (see [G-Z, p. 131] ) be the simplicial complex whose «-simplices are maps from An x X to P (equivalently; maps from X to PA"). If X is compactly generated, these correspond precisely to «-simplices of the singular complex of Px . where / : X -7 is a map, is equal to [|Jä?*(/, P)\], where ßßm(f, P)(g) = g(id xf) for g : An x Y -y P. Our goal is to factor this functor through the strong shape categories.
5.12. Theorem. Suppose P G ANR and m is a cardinal number greater than or equal to the density ofi P. There is a contravariant functor U : SShm -> HCW such that U(X) = \%AAm(X, P)\ and fior every map fi : X -y Y, U(SJf]) = \Xmi\f],P)\.
Proof. By Theorem 5.10 we can replace SShm by the homotopy category of strong m-shape functions. Suppose tp : X ^ Y is a strong m-shape function. We will construct a simplicial map a from %<mifY, P) to %tm(X, P). We define a9 :%Am.((Y, P) ^ %A™(X, P)) as follows: if / : Y -y rn is a nondegenerate (i.e., / jí s¡g for any g : An_x xY ^ P) «-simplex of A%ém(Y, P), a^ = tp^ (f). If / is degenerate, / can be expressed uniquely as / = s. ■ ■ ■s¡ g , where 0 < jx <•••</<« dp JI r and g is a nondegenerate (« -p)-simplex of %am.(Y, P). Put <*,(/) = V"V,(*)-
The reason a is a simplicial map lies in the fact that the map p » ^ p *-\ given by / -» d¡f is a fibration (essentially d¡f is obtained by restricting / to a face of Af. Therefore ajdj) = d¡a9{f). Also ap(s¡f) = s¡af{f), this follows from the way a was described for degenerate simplices. It is clear that for the composition co of tp : X -y Y and \p : Y -y Z one has aa = a a . If 77 : X x I -y Y is a homotopy between m-shape functions tp and \p, then tp = 77 • i0 and ip = H • ix, where i0, ix : X -► X x I are inclusion induced m-shape functions. Thus a," = a, a" and a," = a, a". Notice that on the level of geometric realizations a is homotopic to a, in the same way as homotopic maps a, b : A -> B produce homotopic maps \ßZ*n.(a)\, \ßßm(b)\ : \ßßm(A)\ -> \A%Am(B)\ on the level of geometric realizations. Thus (on the level of geometric realizations) a is homotopic to a . This completes the proof of Theorem 5.12. 5.13. Corollary. Suppose X and Y are nondiscrete shape equivalent compact metrizable spaces. If P is a separable completely metrizable ANR without iso-Y Y lated points, then P is homeomorphic to P .
Proof. Since Px is an ANR and X is compact, %cm(X, P) is the singular complex of Px and the natural map \%ém(X, P)\-y Px is a homotopy equivalence. By Theorem 5.12, Px is homotopy equivalent to PY (if X and 7 are shape equivalent, then they are isomorphic in SSh-see [D-SJ) . Since both Px and PY are /2-manifolds (see [S] ), they are homeomorphic (see [B-P, p. 316] ).
5.14. Theorem. A map fi : X -> 7 is a strong shape equivalence iff for each P G ANR the map \ß%m(f, P)\ : \XSm'Y, P)\ -» \%Am(X, P)\ is a homotopy equivalence.
Proof. The fact that \%mif, P)\ : \SBmiY, P)\ -» \%hm.(X, P)\ is a homotopy equivalence if / is a strong shape equivalence follows immediately from Theorem 5.12 applied to m = d(P). To complete the proof of Theorem 5.14 it suffices to consider the case when / is an inclusion and (7, X) has the homotopy extension property with respect to any space. Obviously / is a shape equivalence as [Z, P] is the set of path components of \ßßm(Z, P)\ for every space Z. It is also easy to see that the natural simplicial map i : %Sm{Y, P) -> %hm(X, P) is a Kan fibration (see [May, p. 25] ). Since i is a homotopy equivalence, the fibers of i have trivial homotopy groups. Suppose H : X x I -y P is a homotopy joining g\X and h\X for some maps g, h : Y -» P. We may assume (by homotoping 77 if necessary) that g\X = h\X and 77 = (h\X) x id. Then both g and h belong to the same fiber of i, so there is a 1-simplex 77' : 7 x 7 -> P of the fiber such that 77'|{0} x 7 = g and H'\{1} xY = h . Since 77' is an extension of 77, the proof is completed.
In some cases we do not need to consider all the ANRs P in Theorem 5.14.
5.15. Theorem. Suppose i : X -y Y is an inclusion of compact metrizable spaces such that the induced map (S , s)(Y'x) -► (Sk, sfx'x) is a homotopy equivalence. Then i is a strong shape equivalence if one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(a) 7 is a subset of the plane and k > 2, (b) dim 7 < k/2 and both X and Y are shape l-connected.
Proof. Since Hq((Sk, s){A'a)) is naturally isomorphic to Hk~q(A) for q < 2(k -dim A) (reduced groups are considered here-see [Mo] ), we infer that HP(Y) -y HP(X) is an isomorphism for p < 1 in case (a) and for p < dim 7 in case (b). Now, use [Bo, p. 221] (and the proof there), in case (a) and the cohomological version of the Whitehead theorem (see [M-S, p. 155] ) plus Theorem 1.13 in this paper.
Strong shape for metrizable spaces
In case of a metrizable space X which is a closed subset of M g ANR we have a simple description of a strong shape equivalence i : X -y {Ua, i •, A}. {Ua, iaa,, A} is the system of all open neighborhoods of I in M and ia : X -y Ua , iaa, : Ua> -> Ua are inclusions.
This calls for equally simple description of the strong shape for metrizable spaces. Let N(X) be the simplicial complex whose vertices are open neighborhoods U of X in M. s = {U0, ... , Un} is an «-simplex in N(X) iff either Ui C LA or Uj c Ui for all i ^ j, i, j < « . N(X) will be also treated as a directed set: s < t means that 5 is a proper face of t. Given s = {UQ, ... , U } we put Us = U"_, Ut and f|"=i ut = Vs ■ Notice that K c Vt if s > t > so that one can form the system {Vs, ist, N(X)} such that the inclusion induced map X -y {Vs, ist, N(X)} is a strong shape equivalence. Now we will find a fibrant object {U's, rst, N(X)} of pro-ANR and a map {Vs,ist,N(X)}-*{U's,rst,N(X)} represented by homotopy equivalences Vs -» U's for each 5. Edwards and Hastings [E-H] have a general procedure for replacing objects of pro-TOP by fibrant ones. Cathey and Segal [C-S] showed that in case of ANRs the resulting fibrant object is also in pro-ANR. Using Part III we are able to shorten their proofs significantly. Let U's = {a : \s\ -y Us : a(\t\) c Ut for all t < s}, U's inherits the topology from f/Jj| . Also let If" = {a : \ds\ -Us : a(\t\) c Ut for all t < s}. Given (the horizontal arrow is simply the inclusion) the vertical arrow (= the restriction map) represents a fibration (that is just the homotopy extension theorem) and the limit of that diagram is simply U's. Therefore the restriction map U' -y U" is a fibration and U's is an ANR provided If" is an ANR. Also notice that If" is the limit of the diagram whose vertices are lf't , t<s and arrows represent restriction maps rn, : uLi, -» U't for t < t'. So by induction on the dimension of the simplex 5 one gets that U's is an ANR and {U's, r t, N(X)} is fibrant. The map c : Vs ^ U's is given by c(u)(x) = u for all x in \s\. Notice that c(Vs) is a strong deformation retract of U's (homotop a map a:\s\-y Us in U' to the constant map by linearly deforming |s| to the vertex representing ni=i Vf ■ Since c : Vs -y c(Vf is a homeomorphism, c is a homotopy equivalence. Thus c\X : X -*■ {U's, rst, N(X)} is a strong shape equivalence and {U's, rst, N(X)} is equivalent to R(X).
To understand strong shape morphisms from X to 7 = cl(7) c M G ANR it is sufficient to analyze maps fi : X -y {U's, rst, N(Y)} of pro-TOP. Notice that fis : X -* U's is the same as fis : X x \s\ -> Us with fs(X x \t\) c t/f for all t < s. Therefore / corresponds to fi : X x \N(Y)\ -y M with g(X x \t\) C Ut for all t. Notice that / sa g iff there is a homotopy H : X x I x |7V(7)| -y M joining / and g suchthat H(XxIx\t\) c Ut for all t. Notice the resemblance of these properties with Quigley's [Q] 6.1. Theorem. If fi : X -* 7 ¡sú strong shape equivalence of metrizable spaces and Z is a locally compact metrizable space, then fi x id : X x Z -y Y x Z is a strong shape equivalence.
Proof. Choose a locally finite cover S of Z consisting of compact sets. By Proposition 1.12, the map / x id|(/ x id)"1 (X x f]Af : if x id)-1 iX xÇ)At)-*Xx f]At is a strong shape equivalence for each element Ax, ... , Ak of 7 x S. By Theorem 2.9, / x id is a strong shape equivalence. 6.2. Corollary. If fi : X -► 7 and g : X' -> 7' are strong shape equivalences ofi locally compact metrizable spaces, then fi x g : X x X' -y Y x Y' is a strong shape equivalence.
Given a closed subset X of M G ANR let C(N(X)) be the chain complex of the simplicial complex N(X) and A(M) the singular chain complex of M.
6.3. Definition. Suppose G is a group and k is an integer. The strong khomology group sHk(X; G) of X is the group of all chain homotopy classes of chain maps tp : C(N(X)) -y A(M) <g> G of degree k satisfying the follow- 
